The FinTech Lending Operating System
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Marketplace lending has been expanding at a blistering rate.
Experts predict global online P2P lending to reach $290 billion
by 2020. To keep pace with such dynamic growth, online
marketplace lenders are on a reconnaissance mission for
cutting-edge technology to assist them with all aspects of the
lending, from loan origination and regulatory compliance to
servicing and portfolio management.
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Welcome to the next-generation lending operating system LendFoundry.
LendFoundry is the FinTech accelerator for marketplace
lending, providing end-to-end lending solutions covering
loan origination, marketing, acquisition, underwriting, loan
servicing and beyond.
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The LendFoundry operating system empowers marketplace lenders to bypass costly tech build-outs, minimize IT infrastructure,
and accelerate growth.
LendFoundry provides all of the tools lenders need to be
successful, including many built-in accelerators such as the
Loan Origination System (LOS) and the Loan Management
System (LMS). The LOS tracks the loan from application to
funding, while the LMS tracks the funding and servicing cycles.
Along with these core functions, LendFoundry accelerators
facilitate customer management, compliance reporting,
authentication & security, marketing, and enable retrieval of
all loan details through a unified search function.
Built to serve marketplace lending, LendFoundry is now the
trusted platform of choice, from start-ups to enterprises,
including some of today’s largest online marketplace lending
companies.

LendFoundry - Stay ahead of the curve with the
next-generation operating system and a technology partner
you count on:
Scalability – A Cloud-based platform, available as a SaaS
model, LendFoundry is the foundation upon which
marketplace lending is growing
Simplicity - Pre-packaged ‘turn-key’ integration with
many third-party providers such as credit bureaus, bank
data providers, document handlers, and marketing
applications, simplifies implementation while substantially
reducing integration costs
Intelligence – Want insights? The LendFoundry operating
system provides robust data collection, management and
reporting capabilities creating a competitive advantage
throughbusiness intelligence.
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